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Introduction to Search Engine Marketing and AdWords: A Guide for Absolute BeginnersApress, 2017

	Use Google's AdWords to create your ads. Each chapter goes beyond the tool itself, discussing helpful resources and important issues to keep in mind.  If you are completely new to search engine marketing and AdWords and you want to learn the basics, this guide will introduce you to the content quickly.

	


	...
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Developing Scalable Series 40 Applications : A Guide for Java Developers (Nokia Mobile Developer)Addison Wesley, 2004
The First Official End-To-End  Solutions Guide for Every Nokia Series 40 Developer

Nokia's Series 40 Developer Platform gives Java developers  access to the world's highest-volume, fastest-growing, and most exciting mobile  markets. Nokia sells close to 100 million units...
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Streetsmart Guide to Valuing a StockMcGraw-Hill, 2003
Value and trust are two of the biggest question marks in today's tumultuous stock markets. Value because investors burned by the recent tech collapse are once again insisting that stocks provide some meat along with the sizzle, and trust because--for obvious reasons--investors...
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Building Embedded Linux SystemsO'Reilly, 2003
Building Embedded Linux Systems shows you how to design and build your own embedded systems using Linux® as the kernel and freely available open source tools as the framework.  Written by an active member of the open source community, the book is structured to gradually introduce readers to the intricacies of...
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Reflections on the Teaching of Programming: Methods and Implementations (Lecture Notes in Computer Science)Springer, 2008
This state-of-the-art survey, reflecting on the teaching of programming, has been written by a group of primarily Scandinavian researchers and educators with special interest and experience in the subject of programming. The 14 chapters - contributed by 24 authors - present practical experience gathered in the process of teaching programming and...
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Introduction to Chemical Engineering Kinetics & Reactor DesignJohn Wiley & Sons, 1977
One feature that distinguishes the education of the chemical engineer from that of other engineers is an exposure to the basic concepts of chemical reaction kinetics and chemical reactor design. This textbook provides a judicious introductory level overview of these subjects. Emphasis is placed on the aspects of chemical kinetics and material and...
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Handbook of Information ManagementEuropa Publications Ltd, 2001
I am very pleased to introduce this new edition of the Handbook. Formerly entitled Handbook of Special Librarianship and Information Work, this represents the eighth edition of what is generally regarded as Aslib’s ‘flagship’ reference work, the seminal text on modern information theories, procedures and practices since 1955....
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HTML and CSS Web Standards Solutions: A Web Standardistas' ApproachFriends of Ed, 2008

	This book will teach you how to build hand-crafted web pages the Web Standardistas' way: using well-structured XHTML for content and CSS for presentation.


	By embracing a web standards approach, you will hold the key to creating web sites that not only look great in all modern browsers, but also are accessible to a wide variety...
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Building 3D Models with modo 701Packt Publishing, 2013

	Learn the art of next generation 3D content creation with step-by-step instructions from a real-world pro


	Overview

	
		Make a 3D model using your imagination
	
		Use tricks of the light to express the mood of your scene
	
		Learn how to get photo-real images out of your 3D software

...
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R Deep Learning EssentialsPackt Publishing, 2016

	Key Features

	
		Harness the ability to build algorithms for unsupervised data using deep learning concepts with R
	
		Master the common problems faced such as overfitting of data, anomalous datasets, image recognition, and performance tuning while building the models
	
		Build models relating to neural...
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Computer Algebra Recipes: An Advanced Guide to Scientific ModelingSpringer, 2007
A computer algebra system (CAS) not only has the number \crunching" and plotting capability of traditional computing languages such as Fortran and C, but also allows one to perform the symbolic manipulations and derivations required in most mathematically based science and engineering courses. To introduce students in these disciplines to...
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Emerging Research Directions in Computer ScienceKIT Scientific Publishing, 2010

	It is my pleasure to introduce this volume outlining new directions in computer science investigated by the junior researchers of the faculty of informatics at the Karlsruhe Institute of Technology (KIT). Each paper presents a young researcher’s scientific contributions and the research vision for a whole junior research group.
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